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Abstract
We created paired moral dilemmas with minimal contrasts in wording, a research strategy that has
been advocated as a way to empirically establish principles operative in a domain-specific moral psychology. However, the candidate ‘‘principles’’ we tested were not derived from work in moral philosophy, but rather from work in the areas of consumer choice and risk perception. Participants were
paradoxically less likely to choose an action that sacrifices one life to save others when they were
asked to provide more reasons for doing so (Experiment 1), and their willingness to sacrifice lives
depended not only on how many lives would be saved, but on the number of lives at risk (Experiment
2). The latter effect was also found in a within-subjects design (Experiment 3). These findings suggest caution in the use of artificial dilemmas as a key testbed for revealing principled bases for moral
judgment.
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1. Introduction
…I believe that some philosophical analysis, based on exotic moral dilemmas, is
inadvertently and even comically replicating the early work of Kahneman and Tversky:
uncovering situations in which intuitions, normally quite sensible, turn out to misfire.
—Sunstein, 2005, p. 541
In attempting to understand the mental processes underlying our sense of morality,
philosophers and psychologists have often implicitly or explicitly assumed that lay
people’s moral judgments are guided by reasoning or intuitions based on universal, normative
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principles that are realized in a domain-specific set of psychological mechanisms (see Stich,
2006 for a review). The most ambitious of these approaches has been a proposed universal
moral grammar (UMG) (Dwyer, 2006; Hauser, 2006; Mikhail, 2007). According to UMG,
normative moral principles (e.g., prohibition of intentional battery) are realized psychologically within a ‘‘universal grammar’’ for a modular ‘‘moral faculty,’’ analogous to the theory
of universal grammar for human languages proposed by Chomsky (1964, 1995) (but see
Dupoux & Jacob, 2007; Evans & Levinson, 2009). According to this approach, human moral
psychology is based on innate principles (e.g., ‘‘do not inflict intentional battery on others’’),
modulated by cultural learning of more specific parameters (e.g., learning that the relevant
‘‘others’’ are members of a particular in-group).
This view has garnered support from experiments in which moral judgments are elicited
for paired dilemmas designed to isolate the effects of potential moral principles. For example, Hauser, Cushman, Young, Jin, and Mikhail (2007) presented participants with one of
two versions of the ‘‘trolley problem’’ (Foot, 1967; Thomson, 1985) in order to isolate the
‘‘doctrine of double effect,’’ which states that harm is acceptable if it occurs as an unintended
but foreseen consequence of action in service of a greater good, but not as a means toward an
end (Foot, 1967). In both versions, a trolley headed toward five people can be redirected onto
a side track where it will be stopped from looping back to the main track by a heavy object.
Participants were less likely to judge the action as permissible if it was indicated that the
object was a man than if it was indicated that a man was standing in front of the object,
suggesting that the man’s death is more acceptable when it is an unintended but foreseen side
effect of action rather than a means to stop the trolley (but see Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007,
for a failure to replicate using slightly different cover stories.) Given that the actions have the
same utility (one person dies, five people live), and as there are no prior beliefs or preexisting
societal rules governing how to respond to trolley problems, Hauser et al. (2007) argued that
this pattern of responses results from innate computational principles akin to a doctrine of
double effect, and that a domain-specific moral module guides moral judgment (for reviews
see Hauser, 2006; Hauser, Young, & Cushman, 2008a; Mikhail, 2007).
In the present paper, we consider the extent to which the above method of using paired
dilemmas actually provides a clear window onto the fundamental computations underlying
moral judgments, by considering the role of domain-general biases of the sort investigated
in the field of judgment and decision making. Framing effects and other biases have been
studied extensively in a number of domains, including the evaluation of gambles, consumer
preferences, and risk perception, where seemingly small changes in wording or order often
lead to large differences in judgment (Gilovich & Griffin, 2002). Similar effects may guide
many moral judgments (Machery, in press; Unger, 1996; Sunstein, 2005). Spranca, Minsk,
and Baron (1991) found that sins of omission, in which a moral wrong is allowed to happen,
are judged less severely than sins of commission, in which a moral wrong is committed.
Also, when assessing multiple moral dilemmas, participants consider actions to be less
morally permissible as they evaluate dilemmas later in the order (Haidt & Baron, 1996;
Petrinovich & O’Neill, 1996). In the context of the trolley problem, Petrinovich and O’Neill
(1996) found that judgments are affected by whether options are described in terms of
the number of people who would be saved or in terms of those who would die under the
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different options, just as in Kahneman and Tversky’s (1984) ‘‘Asian disease’’ problem in
which participants had to choose among risky options for preventing a disease outbreak (for
a review, see Sinott-Armstrong, 2008).
Although the examples above suggest that domain-general judgment and decisionmaking biases may be prevalent in moral judgment, such biases have not typically been
incorporated into theoretical conceptualizations of moral psychology (see Machery, in press;
Sunstein, 2005, for similar arguments). Proponents of domain-specific theories of moral judgment argue that domain-general biases simply represent errors in moral judgment, whereas a
theory of moral psychology should be primarily concerned with identifying evidence of
moral competence (Hauser, 2005; Mikhail, 2005). The aim of the present paper is to determine if the method of presenting paired moral dilemmas to identify domain-specific moral
principles, such as a doctrine of double effect, can in fact empirically distinguish a domainspecific principle from a domain-general bias; and consequently, whether this method can
provide compelling evidence supporting claims of domain specificity in moral judgment.
As an example of the conceptual difficulties, consider the versions of the trolley problem
tested by Hauser et al. (2007), in which the only difference between the paired cases was
whether the man was the object or was standing in front of the object. Rather than attributing differences in judgments to a complex principle of moral psychology (Mikhail, 2007),
the effect might reflect variation in attentional focus, perceptions of omission versus commission (allowing the trolley to hit the man when it is sent toward the object, versus sending
it toward the man), salience of the objectification of the man (Waldmann & Dieterich,
2007), or perhaps some implicit hope that the man in front of the object might somehow
escape.
Hauser, Young, and Cushman (2008b, p. 173) provide a particularly clear statement of
the empirical method that has been advocated by proponents of a UMG: ‘‘to assess whether
particular principles serve as the basis for our moral judgments’’ we must ‘‘develop a battery of paired dilemmas that isolate psychologically meaningful and morally relevant, principled distinctions’’ and ‘‘determine whether these targeted principles guide subjects’ moral
judgments.’’ In the experiments reported here we adopt this approach; but rather than relying on prescriptive philosophy as the sole source of hypotheses about ‘‘psychologically
meaningful and principled distinctions,’’ we turned to research in the fields of consumer
preferences and risk perception on domain-general biases. In particular, we investigated
whether support for sacrificing potential victims in the trolley problem will paradoxically
decrease if participants are given the option to express more reasons to take the action, and
whether judgments in regard to the number of lives that must be saved to support sacrifice is
dependent on the number of lives at risk.
The present studies are based on well-established findings in the field of judgment and
decision making, and there is no a priori reason why similar effects would not be found with
moral judgments about trolley problems. However, observing such phenomena would
undermine the rationale for using paired moral dilemmas to establish psychological moral
principles. The effects we sought to show cannot be attributed to prior beliefs, emotions, or
preexisting societal rules any more than putative moral principles, such as that of double
effect. Thus, if domain-general biases can be demonstrated with moral judgments using the
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same method employed to identify moral principles within a UMG, then this method is
insufficient to distinguish performance errors due to domain-general biases from competence based on domain-specific moral principles. Proponents of employing dilemmas to
identify potential moral principles that would support the existence of a UMG or similar
domain-specific moral psychology would either have to argue that the phenomena we investigate in the present paper actually do represent moral principles, or else exercise substantial
caution in claiming that moral dilemmas are especially well-suited to reveal such principles.

2. Experiment 1
To make an initial determination as to whether domain-general biases studied in other
domains, such as consumer preferences, might also apply to moral judgments, Experiment 1
tested a basic finding in the judgment and decision-making literature regarding processing
fluency. People expect that difficulty in generating reasons for a choice is a reliable (inverse)
index of the quality of the choice; thus, paradoxically, asking participants to generate more
reasons for a choice can make them less likely to endorse it, in spite of having generated
more reasons (Schwarz et al., 1991; Schwarz, 1998). Experiment 1 examined whether
choice of preferred moral action in the trolley problem is similarly influenced by the number
of reasons participants are asked to provide in favor of redirecting the train. This manipulation also provides a test of a dual process theory of moral judgment that has been applied to
trolley problems (Greene & Haidt, 2002, Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen,
2001). According to the dual process view, refusal to redirect the train is based on emotional
engagement; hence, any task that requires a greater degree of ‘‘cold’’ reasoning, such as
stating reasons to redirect the train, should lead to greater endorsement of the utilitarian
option of redirecting the train.
2.1. Method
Participants in all experiments were recruited via the Internet, and completion of the
questionnaires was voluntary. Questionnaires were posted on the Craigslist site under their
volunteers section in Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, and Washington, D.C. After giving
consent to participate, each participant was randomly assigned to a condition. The IP
addresses of participants’ computers were recorded to ensure that participants did not participate in the study multiple times.
Experiment 1 employed a between-subjects design in which participants were presented
with a trolley problem adapted from Waldmann and Dieterich (2007). Participants were
asked to provide reasons that would justify redirecting the train onto a sidetrack:
Please try to list two (seven) different reasons for the employee to take the proposed
action. Try your best to come up with reasons that are genuinely different. If you find that
coming up with two (seven) reasons for the employee to take the action is difficult, then
only write down as many reasons as you can.
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Participants were either told to provide two reasons (n = 60) or seven reasons (n = 64).
Note that the instructions specified that participants could provide whatever number of
responses they wished. After writing down reasons to take the action, participants were
asked to rate ‘‘to what extent do you think the proposed action should be taken?’’ using a
four-point scale that ranged from ‘‘definitely disagree’’ (0) to ‘‘definitely agree’’ (3).
2.2. Results and discussion
Participants given the option to provide up to seven reasons for redirecting the train provided more reasons (M = 3.20) than did those who were given the option to provide up to
two responses (M = 1.67), t(122) = 5.46, p < .001. Yet paradoxically, level of agreement
with taking action to redirect the train was significantly lower for participants in the ‘‘seven
reasons’’ condition (M = 1.83) than for those in the ‘‘two reasons’’ condition (M = 2.17),
t(122) = 2.11, p < .05. Thus, a bias previously identified in the field of consumer preferences guides moral intuitions in the trolley problem. The size of this effect, though modest,
is comparable to those found in similar studies outside of the moral domain (Schwarz et al.,
1991). The fact that greater engagement in reasoning (i.e., giving more reasons for redirecting the train) leads to fewer rather than more utilitarian judgments contradicts the prediction
of a dual process theory of moral judgment (Greene & Haidt, 2002; Greene et al., 2001).

3. Experiment 2
Studies of mental accounting (Thaler, 1999) have found that willingness to incur a cost in
order to save on a product depends on the relative savings one will experience rather than
the absolute savings. For example, people are more likely to report being willing to drive
20 min in order to save $5 on a $15 calculator than to save $5 on a $125 jacket (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1984). Fetherstonhaugh, Slovic, Johnson, and Friedrich (1997) found similar
effects in a study of risk perception, in which participants preferred to send aid that could
save a fixed number of lives to a refugee camp when it had a smaller number of refugees.
Experiment 2 examined whether people’s choice of preferred moral action in the trolley
problem is similarly influenced by the ‘‘relative savings’’ of moral action, defined as the
number of lives saved relative to the number of lives at risk, rather than the absolute
savings, defined simply as the number of lives saved.
Note that a strictly deontological principle in which killing is wrong and cannot be justified by the ends it achieves would imply that no number of lives saved can justify sacrificing
others. In contrast, a simple utilitarian calculus would imply that as long as one more life is
saved compared to those that are lost, the sacrifice is justified. Finally, a looser consequentialist framework, in which some price is assigned to the ‘‘wrong’’ committed by sacrificing
a life unjustly, would imply that some number of lives (one or more) must be saved per life
that is sacrificed. Critically, none of these established moral frameworks would predict that
the number of lives that people believe must be saved in order to justify a sacrifice should
vary as a function of the number of lives at risk.
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3.1. Method
Experiment 2 employed a between-subjects design in which participants were presented
with the following version of the trolley problem:
A high-speed train is about to hit a large railway car with 10 (40) people. An employee of the
train company is sitting in an ofﬁce at the station. He could press a button on a control panel
which would move a small railway car with two people into the path of the train. This will
slow the train down and give 8 of the 10 (40) people on the large car time to escape. However,
the action will kill the two people on the small car. To what extent is sacriﬁcing the two people on the small railway car the right thing to do?

Participants were either told that sacrificing the railway car with two people would allow
enough time for 8 out of 10 people to escape from the larger car (n = 83), or 8 out of 40
(n = 81). Participants were then asked to report their level of agreement with the proposed
action on a 20-point scale, where 0 was identified as ‘‘definitely disagree,’’ 10 was identified
as ‘‘agree somewhat,’’ and 20 was identified as ‘‘definitely agree.’’
3.2. Results and discussion
Support for taking action to redirect the trolley was significantly higher for participants
who were told that 8 out of 10 people would escape (M = 8.58) than for those who were told
that 8 out of 40 people would escape (M = 6.07), t(162) = 2.63, p < .01. Thus, moral intuitions, just like consumer preferences and risk perception, are guided by relative rather than
absolute savings.

4. Experiment 3
One step in assessing whether an influence on moral judgments should count as a ‘‘principle,’’ rather than a mere bias, might be to consider the coherence of people’s judgments.
The basic idea of a coherence test, which underlies Rawls’ (1971) notion of ‘‘reflective
equilibrium’’ within a system of justice, is to ‘‘examine whether judgments made in isolation are still retained when explicitly compared’’ (Sunstein, Kahneman, Schkade & Ritov,
2002, p. 1159). Experiment 3 tested whether the influence of relative number of lives saved
on moral judgments, identified in Experiment 2, persists in a more stringent within-subjects
design.
Experiment 3 was modeled on a study by Fetherstonhaugh et al. (1997), who found that
when assessing how many lives must be saved by a disease intervention in order to be
chosen for a 10 million dollar grant, 65% of participants reported that a greater number of
individuals needed to be saved for diseases in which a greater number of individuals were at
risk. Experiment 3 examined whether or not judgments of the number of lives that would
need to be saved by sacrificing two individuals in the trolley problem is similarly influenced
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by the number of lives at risk. Importantly, the ‘‘price’’ that needs to be justified in the present experiment is not money, but the loss of two lives. Thus, participants were not asked to
equate what might be considered incommensurable goods (money and lives), a possible
source of performance error (Sunstein et al., 2002).
4.1. Method
Experiment 3 employed a 2 · 2 (wording x order) within-subjects design in which participants were sequentially presented with the two versions of the trolley problem used in
Experiment 2, which differed solely in whether the number of lives at risk was stated to be
10 or 40. The order of the two versions was counterbalanced, so that in the first problem participants were either told that there were 10 people on the other train (n = 52) or that there
were 40 people on it (n = 55). Participants were then asked how many people would need to
be saved in order to make sacrificing the two people on the small train ‘‘the right thing to
do.’’ Participants were then told that another train was headed toward another railway car,
and assessed the alternative version.
4.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 depicts the mean estimate of the number of people who would need to be saved to
justify sacrificing two people as a function of the total number at risk (10 or 40) and the
order in which the two versions were encountered. When estimating the number of lives that
would need to be saved in order to justify sacrificing two people, 42% (n = 45) of participants provided non-zero estimates that increased as the number of lives at risk increased, as

Fig. 1. Mean estimate of number of lives that need to be saved to justify taking action as a function of the number of lives at risk (10 or 40) and the order of the two versions of the problem (10 first, or 40 first) (Experiment
3). Error bars indicate 1 standard error of the mean.
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predicted by sensitivity to relative savings. Just 2% (n = 2) of participants gave estimates
that decreased as the number of lives at risk increased, a highly reliable difference
[Yates-corrected v2(1, n = 47) = 37.53, p < .001]. Another 30% (n = 32) of participants
indicated that sacrificing two people to save others could not be justified, regardless of the
number of lives at risk, as expected by a strict deontological view; and 21% (n = 22)
required that the same number be saved, regardless of the number of lives at risk, as
expected by a consequentialist view. Responses from six participants could not be categorized and were dropped from analyses.
A 2 · 2 within-subjects analysis of variance revealed that the number of people who
needed to be saved in order to justify sacrificing two people in the smaller car increased with
the number of people at risk, F(1, 67) = 91.93, p < .001. Order had no influence either as a
main effect or as an interaction, F < 1. Participants who indicated that sacrificing two people to save others could never be justified were excluded from this analysis because their
responses could not be coded numerically. Between-subject analysis of first responses indicated that participants who were told that 40 people were at risk demanded that more people
be saved (M = 22.54) than those who were told that 10 people were at risk (M = 7.11),
t(67) = 6.31, p < .001, mirroring the results from Experiment 2.
Participants’ judgments of how many people would need to be saved in order to justify a sacrifice were thus strongly influenced by the total number of lives at risk. Even
in a within-subjects design in which participants made judgments in immediate succession, the threshold number of lives that needed to be saved to justify taking action
roughly tripled when the number of potential victims was 40 as opposed to 10. These
findings suggest that participants actually believed that more people needed to be saved
in the condition in which more lives were at risk. Thus, a phenomenon of sensitivity to
‘‘relative saving,’’ previously observed in studies of risk perception, appears to pass a
coherence test.

5. General discussion
The present findings demonstrate that eliciting judgments of paired moral dilemmas
cannot empirically distinguish whether influences on moral judgment are based on domainspecific moral principles, or on biases of the sort found in other decision contexts that
require active weighing of costs and benefits. In our experiments, the research strategy that
has been used to identify principles guiding judgments in a UMG or similar domain-specific
moral psychology (Hauser, 2006; Mikhail, 2007) was extended to test novel candidates to
be considered potential ‘‘moral principles.’’ We found that people are paradoxically less
likely to choose an action that sacrifices one life to save others if they are asked to provide
more reasons for doing so (Experiment 1). In addition, people’s willingness to sacrifice
one life depended not just on how many lives would be saved, but on how many lives
were at risk. This influence of ‘‘relative number of lives saved’’ was found both in a
between-subjects design (Experiment 2) and in a within-subjects design (Experiment 3).
Experiments 2 and 3 involved minimal manipulations within the dilemmas.
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To the extent that domain-general biases, triggered by small changes in wording, are
ubiquitous in judgments about moral dilemmas (as our experiments suggest they may well
be), then the task of isolating moral principles will prove to be more difficult. The different
versions compared in the present experiments were no more likely to differ in prior beliefs
or emotional salience than those used in similar prior studies (Hauser et al., 2007). The present evidence of domain-general biases in moral judgment of dilemmas does not rule out the
possibility that there are also domain-specific principles, but it does highlight the theoretical
problem facing advocates of using moral dilemmas to isolate principles hypothesized to
exist in a domain-specific moral psychology. If experimenters demonstrate the impact of
some carefully controlled variation of wording on moral judgments for a dilemma, by
what criteria are we to decide whether this variation counts as a moral principle in a
domain-specific moral module, rather than a domain-general heuristic or bias (Machery, in
press; Mallon, 2008)?
In practice, it seems that theorists have used their own a priori assumptions to decide
what kinds of variations could possibly be considered ‘‘moral’’ (Mallon, 2008; Sunstein,
2005). The consequence is that experimenters with differing entering theories of moral psychology can reach starkly different conclusions from the same observations. For example,
Petrinovich, O’Neill, and Jorgensen (1993) hypothesized that evolutionary forces would
have programmed into human psychology a moral preference for close kin over strangers.
Using variants of the trolley problem, these investigators determined that people are less
likely to redirect the trolley if they imagine the victim on the side track to be their brother.
But other moral psychologists implicitly assume that such a predisposition could not possibly be part of the computational structure of our moral psychology (Hauser et al., 2008a,
p. 127). Different theorists might thus interpret the phenomenon of kin preference as an
innate moral principle (for good evolutionary reasons, the wrongness of a death is directly
proportional to the victim’s relatedness to the decision maker), or perhaps a parameter setting (given an innate principle of avoiding intentional battery, experience has taught us to
whom the principle is to be selectively applied), or simply a performance error (people have
an emotional bias towards saving close kin) that needs to be eliminated in a ‘‘clean’’ experimental design, by ensuring that all the lives at risk remain anonymous to the decision maker
(Mallon, 2008).
The studies reported in the present paper demonstrate that judgments elicited in the trolley problem are vulnerable to the same biases as judgments in other decision contexts that
require active weighing of costs and benefits, such as consumer choice and risk perception.
It is certainly possible that much of moral judgment emerges out of a domain-specific moral
psychology, and the present study does not discount this enticing theoretical possibility.
However, the present experiments do demonstrate that eliciting judgments to moral dilemmas in which variation cannot be attributed to prior knowledge or social considerations is
not sufficient for evaluating the claim that moral judgments emerge out of a domain-specific
moral psychology. Variation in moral judgments could be due to either domain-specific
moral principles or to nonmoral domain-general biases, and the method of eliciting judgments of moral dilemmas cannot distinguish between the two without a priori assumptions
regarding what will be considered ‘‘moral.’’ Progress in understanding the computational
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bases for moral judgments will thus require more careful evaluation of the linkage between
empirical phenomena and theoretical interpretations.
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